January Is "Pay Up" Month

SQUARE UP!

January is SQUARE UP month in the Socialist Party. Look at your dues book at once. Owe any dues for last year? And if you do—SQUARE UP!

And don't only SQUARE UP. Pay two, three or four months in advance. Do this and keep on doing it and you won't be behind in your dues again. For verily we say unto you, it is better to pay ahead than to be behind.

Of all people a Socialist should NEVER be behind. Socialists are an advance guard. That is, those Socialists are who never forget that it takes dues to make the party grow. So again we say January is the month in which every Socialist will

SQUARE UP!

"Start the New Year Right"

REYNOLDS COMES

Loaded With Socialism

February Will Be "Get Subscriptions" Month. We'll Have a Job For You To Do. Look For It

WARNING!

" YOU ARE A SUBSCRIBER to the OHIO SOCIALIST THE QUESTION IS, DO YOU DESIRE TO REMAIN A SUBSCRIBER AND IF YOU DO, IF YOU WANT TO GET THIS PAPER THIS COMING YEAR, THEN YOU'LL HAVE TO RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION AT ONCE.

WE ARE NOW ISSUING THE OHIO SOCIALIST TWICE A MONTH.

WE INTEND ISSUING THE OHIO SOCIALIST AS A WEEKLY, BEGINNING VERY SOON. WE EXPECT TO MAKE THE OHIO SOCIALIST A RIGHTEOUS AND MIGHTY WEEKLY. WE EXPECT TO INCREASE THE SUBSCRIPTION LIST OF THE OHIO SOCIALIST BY THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS. BEFORE THE STATE, CONGRESSIONAL AND COUNTY CAMPAIGNS ARE BUILT AROUND, WE HOPE TO MAKE PAPERS SO POWERFUL THAT IT WILL PLAY A BIG PART IN THE VICTORIES.

YOU CAN HELP BY RENEWING YOUR SUBSCRIPTION AT ONCE. THE NEW SUBSCRIPTION PRICE IS 50c FOR THE YEAR. AND FOR THIS FIFTY CENTS YOU WILL GET THE BEST WEEKLY SOCIALIST PAPER THAT OHIO HAS EVER PRODUCED. THIS VERY MINUTE

PLEASE DO NOT DELAY RENEWING YOUR SUBSCRIPTION FOR THIS MAY BE YOUR LAST

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OHIO SOCIALIST

The Ohio Socialist

1201 Cook Ave., Lakewood, Ohio

Fill in the Sjab Blank for a year's subscription to the Ohio Socialist.

Name ____________________________

Address ___________________________

City ____________________________

State ____________________________

Subscription Blank
The Power of the Press

The most powerful weapon of the capitalist system is the capitalist press. It is the weapon that helps to atomize, to enervate, and to drain the lives of people. It has the capacity to destroy or build nations and empires. It is the weapon that has been used to create and maintain the capitalist system.

If we want to achieve our goals, we must learn to use the capitalist press effectively. We cannot afford to be passive or weak in this regard. We must be bold and confident in our use of the press.

The press is a powerful tool, and if we use it correctly, we can achieve our goals. We must be aware of the power of the press and how it can be used to our advantage.

The press is a powerful tool, and if we use it correctly, we can achieve our goals. We must be aware of the power of the press and how it can be used to our advantage.

And Once More We "Blow"

"How much snow on the roof?" was the first question that came to mind as I walked out of my apartment complex. The snow was thick and deep, covering everything in sight. I could see the tops of trees and buildings poking through the snow. It was a beautiful sight, but I knew that it would make for a slow commute to work.

As I trudged through the snow, I couldn't help but think about the weather. It had been snowing off and on for the past week, and I was beginning to wonder if it would ever end. I was tired of the cold and the dark, and I was ready for spring to arrive.

But even though I was tired of the snow, I knew that it was a natural part of the cycle of the seasons. And I had to admit that there was something beautiful about it, even if it was difficult to enjoy.

As I continued my walk, I thought about how the snow was affecting the people around me. Some were out shoveling, trying to clear their driveways and sidewalks. Others were bundled up in winter coats, trying to stay warm while they walked to work. And then there were those who were stuck inside, waiting for the snow to end.

I knew that I was one of the people waiting for the snow to end. I had a lot of work to do, and I didn't want to waste any more time outside in the cold. But I also knew that I couldn't just sit around and do nothing. I had to find a way to make the most of the situation.

District Organizers & "Make A Noise"

We've had a rough start to the new year, and the holidays also introduced a new wave of organizing. The district organizer is in the process of organizing new members, and we're looking for new and enthusiastic members to join the fight.

"District Organizers" is available to anyone interested in helping to organize new members. The position is open to anyone who would like to learn more about organizing and how to make a difference in their communities.

New sy Notes from Live Wire

Did you know that

Diana Fox, a former labor organizer, has joined the National Labor Committee. She has been a longtime labor activist and has been involved in many successful campaigns.

Newly elected chairman Harry Sith will present a report on the current state of the labor movement and how the committee plans to move forward.
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School Department
We attend the Christmas service at the Christian Science church in this city. We ordered a revival meeting with William Lees Warden, T. L. M. Warden and A. W. P. Warden. We feel that these meetings would be a great help to our work. The attendance was more than we expected. We are satisfied with the results of the meeting. We feel that these meetings would be a great help to our work. The attendance was more than we expected. We are satisfied with the results of the meeting.
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THE NEW INDEMNITY

Women's Department
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Legal Department

Here Are New Supplies for Locals

NO ANNEXATIONS, NO INDEMNITIES

The Russian Workers. Immediately after the overthrow of the government of the Czar, they did tremendous things in this country. They created a new socialist, logical style which brought the former autocratic government of the Russian people to an end.

The Czar was the governor of the government of this country. He was the head of the government and he was the only one who could make decisions for the government. The Czar was the ruler of the country and he was the one who had the power to make decisions for the country.

The Russian revolution was a great success. The Russian people rose up against the Czar and overthrew his government. The Czar was overthrown and the new government was established. The new government was a socialist government and it was based on the principles of democracy and equality.

The Russian revolution was a great success because it showed that the people could take control of their own government and that they did not need a king or a dictator to rule over them. The people were able to make decisions for themselves and they were able to live in a country where they were free and equal.
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DO NOT BE AFRAID

There is nothing treasonable or seditious in the policies or activities of the Socialist Party. We wish to draw the attention of our readers to the fact that a number of Socialists have been convicted on various charges in different parts of the country. In every instance, however, the charges were based on individual acts or utterances alleged to be in violation of the Bipartisan or other acts.

In no instance has a person been convicted for belonging to or joining the Socialist Party, for voting for Socialist candidates or for engaging in Socialist activities.

The Socialist Party is a legally recognized political party and as such, its existence and its members, have the same rights and privileges as members of any other political party. We are therefore protected by the Constitution and the laws of the land.

The aim of the Socialist Party is to promote the interests of the working class and to bring about a society where the means of production are owned and controlled by the workers themselves. We believe in the right of free speech and the right to express our views and beliefs without fear of punishment.

The Socialist Party is not a lawless group, nor do we condone any illegal activities. We are a legal and peaceful organization, and we will continue to work for the betterment of society through legal means.

A Threat of Sabotage?

In the past, the Socialist Party has been accused of being a threat to law and order. These allegations have been made by those who are afraid of the Socialist Party's ideas and its goal of a classless society. However, these allegations have been baseless and unjustified. The Socialist Party has been working for the betterment of society and has always been open to debate and discussion.

We urge all members of the Socialist Party to continue to work for the betterment of society and to continue to promote the ideas of socialism. We are confident that we will continue to be successful in our efforts and that we will be able to bring about a better society for all.

DUES BOOKS NOW READY

3c Per Copy